Wisconsin’s Graduated Driver Licensing Law

Crossroads Teen Driving has launched a video campaign to raise awareness about Wisconsin’s Graduated Driver Licensing (GDL) law and how it keeps teens—and everyone—safer on the road. The three videos focus on different safety angles related to teen driving and feature Wisconsin teens. Crossroads is a program of Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, and the videos were produced in partnership with State Farm and Wisconsin Department of Transportation.

Practice Matters: 30 hours is the minimum amount of time spent practicing behind the wheel before teens can take their driver license test. Like everything else in life, when it comes to driving, practice matters.

Learn about Wisconsin’s Graduated Driver License: A fun and relatable outline of the steps teens need to take to learn to drive safely, what GDL is and why it is important for new teen drivers.

Lessons Learned: Teens share their personal driving experiences as new drivers and the lessons they’ve learned as a result. These teens’ stories illustrate ways to reduce risks on the road.